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The stunning exhibit of Spanish Art at Washington's National
Gallery in 1992, entitled Circa 1492, displayed some 5,000 gems
of art and fascinating artifacts from the fifteenth century.1 And yet,
not a single choir stall commissioned in Spain during the reign of
Ferdinand and Isabella was represented. This is but one example of
the lack of appreciation of medieval choir stall sculpture. From
these sculptures we can learn, possibly more than through any other
medium, of the daily life and beliefs of the medieval world.
Over 700 misericords from the late fourteenth and the fifteenth
century exist today in fifteen Spanish cathedrals and churches
where we can see magnificent carvings from the time of Columbus
on their canopies, dorsal panels, side partitions, armrests — and on
the misericords underneath their hinged seats.2
The few choir stalls that date before the fifteenth century in Spain,
several now in the archaeological museum in Madrid, are not
adorned with narrative carvings. The earliest extant carved choir
stalls are those at the Cathedral of Barcelona, late fourteenth
century. Until the fifteenth century the Spanish treasury was
emptied by wars with the Moors. Not until the reconquest of
Granada—carved on the dorsal panels of the Toledo choir stalls —
did funds become available for the embellishment of churches. This
golden era—which began belatedly in comparison with choir stalls
in northern Europe — ended abruptly with the counter-reformation
in the mid sixteenth century, when profane and fantastic motifs
were forbidden in church art of northern and southern Europe alike.
Most Spanish choir stalls were therefore executed during the
lifetime of Columbus.

1

Exhibition catalogue: Circa 1492. Washington D.C. 1991.

2

For a comprehensive analysis of Spanish misericords see Isabel Mateo
Gomez. Temas Profanos en la Escultura Gothica: Las Sillerias Espanolos
de Com. Madrid: Institute Diego Velasquez, 1979.
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The Profane Arts /Les arts profanes
During the recent Misericordia International Colloquium in
Barcelona, July 3-6, 1997 and extending to northwestern Spain
from July 7-10, we were privileged to see the choir stalls in the
Cathedral of Barcelona, Santa Maria de Real in Najera, and at the
cathedrals of Leon, Astorga and Oviedo. A few of us also managed
to squeeze in visits to the cathedrals of Plasencia and Zamora. Brief
introductions to these choir stalls are presented elsewhere in this
issue. We will therefore, in this article, expand on some of the more
interesting themes represented at Barcelona and relate them to
similar themes on misericords in other regions of Spain and in other
countries. A more comprehensive iconographical work is in
progress wherein all medieval misericords in Spain will be listed
with relevant source materials and iconographic analyses.
Illustrations accompany this text but others will be found in other
articles in this issue which focuses on medieval imagery in Spain.

Marital Combat
Most scenes of friction between husband and wife are on English
misericords; several theses have recently covered this subject.3 In
England the women generally grab the husband by the hair or beard,
down him on the floor and prepare to strike him with a distaff or a
washing paddle. On a Hoogstraten misericord in Belgium, the
woman aims a chair at the cowering man. Only a few examples of
marital combat exist on Spanish misericords, but they are
powerfully depicted.
On the Barcelona choir stalls, one misericord shows a woman
grabbing her husband's hood from behind and holding a distaff
threateningly over his head. At the sides a standing male and female
figure watch the action. At Barcelona the man remains upright
rather than downed and both figures look ugly and anguished.

3

See N £ . Dibble, "English Misericords with Special Emphasis on Images
of Women," MA thesis in art history, San Jose State University, 1983; J.
A. Lind, "The Women of Medieval English Misericords," MA thesis in art
history, Case Western Reserve University, 1985; E. Moore, "Disorderly
Wives and Subordinate Husbands on English Medieval Misericords,"
University of Missouri, Columbia, December, 1996. Another thesis is in
progress by Sandy Bardsley at the University of North Carolina,
Greensboro.
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On a Toledo misericord a woman, still holding her distaff, probably
more as a phallic symbol than an instrument to spin, is mounted on
her husband's back and prepares to strike his bare bottom. Hie
iconography is similar to that of Aristotle and Phyllis and
undoubtedly intended to recall that scene. However, the woman is
presented as an ordinary wife, not holding reins in her hands and the
man has no bit in his mouth.
AtPlasencia(Fig. 1) the marital battle is presented with a crawling
man clad in fool's cap and pants lowered to show his buttocks. A
woman, calm and well dressed, kneels behind Mm, one hand on his
shirt and the other, of enormous size, raised as if to spank him. The
scene is outdoors since a tree and roof of house are in the
background.

Fig. 1: Wife Spanks Husband

Plasencia

Gambling
One of the misericords at Barcelona is strikingly intense. Two well
dressed men crouch under the seat, one hand of each man holds a
money bag on his hip and the other hand touches the opponent,
possibly with an obscene gesture OFig. 2). The clean shaven man at
die left is younger than his bearded opponent. He wears a hat while
the other has a kind of fillet, possibly indicating he is a foreigner.
At each side a man lies face down, legs and feet with pointed shoes
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extended behind. These side figures, each clutching a knife in one
hand and a paddle in the other, are probably the same pair shown in
the middle, but at a different point in the playing of the game. The
central figures seem to be taking bets while the side figures are in
the midst of a game which involves pushing a ball with a paddle.

Barcelona

Fig. 2: Gamblers

At Seville three nude men stand before a pair of towers. They are
playing a children's game called moscardon (sly fellow). Objects
are hidden under cups and the contestant has to guess which cup
covers the money. TTie same game is depicted in a painting by
Bosch which shows at the same time that one of the naive
contestants is simultaneously having his pocket picked.
TTiere is possibly, a gambling scene on a misericord at Gloucester
Cathedral in England (Fig. 3). This is also a ball game and markers
on the ground may be keeping track of the score. The English scene
is very calm in comparison to the action at Barcelona or even at
Seville.

Gloucester

Fig. 3: Gamblers
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Jousting and Hobby Horses
One Barcelona misericord shows a pair of nude boys jousting with
a kind of whirligig, anew toy (Fig. 4). They are standing on flowers
as if they are mounted on horses and extend their long weapons
over a central flower. At one side a large figure plays a portable
organ while a head and pair of arms peaksfromunder his skirt. The
half hidden figure holds a club and is about to hit a ball. At the right
a hybrid stands, possibly clapping to encourage the combat. The
entire scene looks like entertainment with a joust and musical
accompaniment.

Fig. 4: Jousting on Hobby Horses Barcelona

Fig. 5: Hobby Horse
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Ciudad Rodrigo
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On a Zamora Cathedral misericord two nude children ride hobby
horses. One at the left holds a whirligig in position to strike. A child
between them, in tight suit, holds a rope, possibly the tail of a
hobby horse and may be directing the joust. Several pieces are
missing. At Ciudad Rodrigo a nude man, one hand raised and the
other clutching the stick of his toy, rides a primitive hobby horse
(Fig. 5). At Santa Maria de Real of Ndjera there is a hobby horse on
a dorsal panel. The nude contestants ride hobby horses and hold
shields with faces on them. There are also a few hobby horses on
armrests.
The fact that hobby horseridersare often nude may be explained by
the fact that, at that time a slang term for prostitute was "hobby
horse." Phrases using this term appear in a number of literary
works. There are also paintings which show a prostitute on a hobby
horse.
Other hobby horses appear at Gassicourt (Yvelines) in France,
Walcourt in Belgium, Paris (Musee national du Moyen Age), from
Saint-Lucien-de-Beauvais, and at Dordrecht in the Netherlands. At
Paris the contestants are also nude and one looks very angry indeed
(Fig. 6). No hobby horses are on English misericords.

Fig. 6: Nudes on Hobby Horses
Musee national du Moyen Age, Paris
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The Mermaid
Five mermaids swim on misericords in Spain: Ciudad Rodrigo
(Fig. 7), Plasencia, Zamora and two at Toledo; none are at
Barcelona. Spanish mermaids hold their comb and mirror and flip
their tails behind them to convey flie sin of lust. One unusual
Spanish mennaid appears at Toledo. She swims with her daughter,
a smaller version, equally sexy, at her side. Nowhere else on the
fifty-three misericords with mermaids does one swim with her
daughter.

Fig. 7: Mermaid

Ciudad Rodrigo

Fig. 8: Monk and Mermaid
Ciudad Rodrigo
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One mermaid on an armrest at Najera is held in the arms of an aged
monk (Fig. 8). Several mermaids appear on other Spanish arm rests.
In England, however, where most of the mermaids swim on
misericords, there are a variety of images. Three mermaids suckle
lions, probably to show their strength (Fig. 9). Several have mermen
to protect them, either at their side or on an adjoining seat Some
have double tails, webbed feet under their tails and sing to sailors
they wish to seduce. Hie Spanish mermaids are perhaps the most
beautiful and generally follow the traditional iconography.

Fig. 9: Mermaid Suckles Lion

Norwich

Proverbs
Proverbs have already been mentioned in several of the previous
articles. We have identified sixteen on Spanish misericords, and
there are undoubtedly more. At Barcelona "the stable door is closed
after the horse escapes", and in the same misericord, a man holds
"fire in one hand and water in the other" (Fig. 10). Tlie latter
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appears in the proverb painting by Bruegel and also on a misericord
in Toledo. A Woman ties the devil to a cushion with a ribbon at
Barcelona (Fig. 11). The woman here looks like a termagant and the
purse swingingfromher belt may include medications.4 Three other
women tie devils to cushions: one at Isle Adam (France), one at
Dordrecht (Netherlands) and one at Aarschot (Belgium). The
Barcelona woman looks the meanest.

Fig. 10: Proverbs

Barcelona

Fig. 11: Woman ties Devil to Cushion

Barcelona

One of the most popular proverbs is "to outgape the oven," meaning
to try to do something impossible. Three of the thirteen illustrations
of this proverb appear in Spain, At Oviedo, a man with an ape's face
lies before his oven, mouth agape. At Plasencia he cringes before
his oven. At Zamora, however, he rues carrying his oven before him

4

1 am indebted to Irene Gnarra of Kean College, New Jersey for her ideas
on this image.
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while another person stabs him in the back - yet another proverb.
This proverb does not appear at Barcelona.
The most popular proverb carved on misericords is undoubtedly
"Two dogs dispute a bone". Four of these are in Spain: Celanova,
Plasencia and two at Zamora. A farmer casts roses to swine at
Toledo, a popular proverb on northern misericords (Fig. 12). To
Bell the Cat appears only in the north (Fig. 13).

Fig. 12: Cast Roses Before Swine

Fig. 13: Bell the Cat

Kempen
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The Moor
Since the Moors were conquered shortly before the commission of
most of the Spanish choir stalls one would expect a number of
Moors on these stalls. While there are a few portraits, it is only at
Nijera that the Moors occupy a number of misericords and dorsal
panels. At Barcelona the head of a smiling Moor is on one of the
many armrests. His nose is large and bulbous and his hair is
depicted as neat rows of tight curls (Fig. 14). The Moor's head on
a misericord at N£jera has a more concerned expression and his
forehead is wrinkled. His hair is also in rows of tight curls and a
bell dangles from his ear (Fig. 15).

Fig. 14: Moor

Barcelona

Fig. 15: Moor
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Moors on choir stalls in other countries are mainly in the Savoie
region of France and Switzerland. The portrait at Saint-Jean de
Maurienne (Fig. 16) is in profile, nose slightly tilted and with full
lips. Hie hair is in tight waves and a twisted cloth is around his head
and tied at the back. He too has a bell earring.

Saint Jean de Maurienne

Fig. 16: Moor

Bestiary Tales
One misericord illustrates the bestiary tale of the lion who
resurrected his newborn cubs (Fig. 17). They were born dead and
after three days he breathed life into them. On the Barcelona
nusericord the lion has two cubs. A huge monster, one winged and
one not, stands on each side. While a few northern choir stalls
illustrate this tale on end panels, not one shows the story on a
misericord. Several other bestiary tales appear on northern
misericords, among them the tale of the fox who plays dead
(Fig. 18). When birds flock to his still body, he gulps them down
for his dinner.
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Fig. 17: Lion Resurrects Cubs

Barcelona

Fig. 18: Fox Plays Dead

Chester Cathedral

Warriors
Battles both great and small are popular on misericords all over
Europe. Barcelona has its share. Men fight, women fight, wildmen
fight and animals and hybrids are also involved. They fight with
clubs, withfists,with axes. On one of the armrests one man appears
to be scratching the eyes of another at the same time that he attacks
him in the groin (Fig. 19). A Gennan misericord is not too different
(Fig. 20). On a Barcelona misericord a pair of bearded men armed
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with clubs face a pair of large wildmen, club and shield in hand,
who seem to be walking slowly toward the agitated bearded men
(Fig. 21).

Fig. 19: Men Fight

Fig. 20: Men Fight

Cappenburg
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Barcelona

Fig. 21: Men and Wildmen Fight

Perhaps the most interesting warriors on Spanish misericords are a
series of nude warriors at Ciudad Rodrigo. Each is armed with a
spear or short sword, shield belted onto one arm. Their positions to
strike or, defeated, fall to the ground are inspired by an engraving
by Pollaiolo.5 There are ten nude warriors in the engraving; armed
with spears, bow aid airows, md shields they attack each other. Hie
tense bodies form many different angles and several have fallen to
the ground. Five of the misericords at Ciudad Rodrigo each
reproduce one of the Pollaiolo's warriors (Fig. 22). Perhaps the
most striking is the fallen warrior, sword abandoned and shield held
above his head. (See page 171.)

Fig. 22: Nude Warrior
Ciudad Rodrigo

5

See L Mateo Gomez, "La Batalla de los gigantes de Pollaiolo en la silleria
del coro de Ciudad Rodrigo". Boletin del Seminario de Arte y Arqueologia
de Valladolid., 1989 pp 369-372.
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The World Upside Down
Animals that take the role of humans are examples of "the world
upside down". At Barcelona a squirrel and a monkey wind wool
(Fig. 23). On other misericords monkeys hold swaddled babies on
their laps. A number of misericords at Ciudad Rodrigo show pigs
playing bagpipes (Fig. 24), reading and writing. These pigs may
also refer to the Jews who secretly practiced their religion while
they professed overtly to be converted to Catholicism.

Fig. 23: Squirrel and Monkey Wind Wool

Fig. 24: Pig Plays Bagpipes

Barcelona

Ciudad Rodrigo

A number of pigs on English misericords play human roles. Mainly
they play bagpipes and flutes while their piglets dance. At Lincoln
a monkey is buried with a human ceremony.
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Bagpipers
One strange image appears on a Barcelona armrest. A figure that is
human from the shoulders down lacks a head. Instead his neck
extends to become a musical instrument, a horn which he plays with
his hands. This figure is like bagpipes come to life with the person's
lungs as the bag and ttie horn as the pipe of the instrument (Fig. 25).

Fig. 25: Human Bagpipes

Barcelona

This same image appears on a number of choir stalls in the north.
An armrest at Saint-Paul-de-Le6n shows a seated "human-bagpipe"
(Fig. 26). In this case the pipe looks like an extension of the nose on
a head that is simply carved.
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Fig. 26: Human Bagpipes

Saint Paul de Leon

Many other images on the Barcelona misericords have relatives in
northern Europe. There are wildmen, workmen, farmers killing pigs,
and a few saints. Few subjects are unique to Barcelona but the style
is definitely unique. There are three scenes on each misericord,
similar to the English style but with side carvings that are larger
than the central ones. The carvings are active rather than static,
delicate and detailed. Once you see a Barcelona misericord you will
never confuse it with any other ensemble.
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